
Alternative red-carrier bloodlines

Excellent conformation

High production in maternal line

Beta casein A2/A2

LOH Cash Louvre (s. Cash rf) (VG86)
Eig.: LOH-AN Holsteins (DE)

782280 • Pa-Red-Rock Ch Cash rf
Domicole Chelios x Turnpike-View Storm Nell- ET
x Advent • aAa: 516342
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BULL INFORMATION

Name Pa-Red-Rock Ch Cash rf

Herdbook number US 3140044129

A.I.-code 782280

aAa code 516342

colour ZB

Breed 100% HF

 

Date of birth 2016-08-28

Kappa Casein AA

Beta Casein A2A2

Cow family

Straw colour Dik Transparant

Domicole Chelios 

Emerald- Acr- Sa T- Baxter 

Domicole G W Shelive- Et 

Pa-Red-Rock Neil Carly  

Lifetime production to date:
(2224d) 89155kg 3.80% 3.15%
93

Turnpike-View Storm Nell- Et 

Cedar-Grass A Cherry-Red-Et  

4.06 305d 28.143kg 4.4% 3.0%
90

The American bull Pa-Red-Rock CH Cash RF (Chelios x Storm Neil x Advent), is a great alternative for both the black-and-
white and red-and-white populations (especially for fans of top class conformation). With a pedigree that excels in
conformation, carries the red factor, an outcross pedigree, A2A2 for beta-casein and an aAa code of 516; Cash has certainly
been blessed with some extremely interesting traits.

Cash's sire Chelios is a bull of international allure, among others in the show ring circuit. Given his strong capacity to
transmit good conformation, it is hardly surprising that he has already produced many champion daughters. These cows
really stand out for their very good frames, super quality udders and correct legs. In addition, Chelios also passes on good
production traits and good scores for durability so his attractive daughters also have the potential to realise high lifetime
production.

Cash's maternal line shows many similarities with his paternal pedigree. This line also features durable cows with high
lifetime production and super conformation. His dam's line holds no fewer than 13 generations of VG or excellent cows,
with 10 of these 13 ranked excellent. In addition, almost all these generations of cows achieved lifetime production ranging
from 50,000 to...
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